ACC WEEKLY PROGRESS 03/05/19
A1

- Paint Complete level 1-6
- Flooring Complete Level 2/3/4/5
- Cabinets Complete Levels 3/4
A2

• Drywall Complete
• Flooring Complete level 1/3/4
• Paint Complete Level 6
• Cabinets 1/3/4
Final Punch In progress levels 1-4
• Bridge Soffit Framing in Progress
• Kitchen Overhead Grid Ceiling in Progress
• Kitchen Overhead lighting in progress
• Drywall In progress levels 3 and 4
• Airhandler install in progress level 3
• Rough in Completing level 6
Sitework

- Santa Rita Landscape in Progress
- East Courtyard Planters in Progress
- Mabel Curb/sidewalk Complete
- SE Corner of North Lot in progress